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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we obtain a priori estimates for the solution U(X, A) of the 
radiation problem 
Lu = f(X, A) (x E VC W, m = 2, 3; A > 0), (1.1) 
u IN = %W (x E w, ww 
lim 
s Rjrn r=R 
Y I9p12=0 (Y = (x * x)l’2), (1.3) 
where 
and 
Lu = du + Pn(x)u, 
glu = ur - ih + [(m - 1)/2r]u (m = 2, 3). 
If m = 2(3), then V is the exterior of a smooth closed curve (surface) 8V. 
We assume that aV can be illuminated from the exterior by a convex curve 
(surface) contained in V (see Definition 2.1 of Section 2). 
We require: 
H(i) u,,(x) E Cl(tYV), 
H(ii) n(x) E C2( v), 
H(iii) f(~, A) E C(r) for every h > 0, 
H(iv) JV r2 If I2 < co, and 
H(v) n(x) 2 n,, > 0 for all x E i;i. 
Here v = V u 8V. In addition we require that as Y + co: 
H(vi) I[l/n(x)] - 1 1 = U(Y-p) for some p > 2, 
H(vii) Gn(x) = S(Y-2), 
H(viii) 8+%(x)/M axj = U(Y-~) (i +j = 2, i, j > 1). 
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Most of this paper is devoted to obtaining estimates for the “energy norms” 
II %* llav =[s,, I v*  vu 12y2, 
where vL is the exterior unit normal to aF’, 
II vu/r /Iv = [ jv (I vu lw2)]1’2, 
and 
II U/T I/Y = [I, (I 24 12/q2 
in terms of the given boundary data u,, and the source term f. We show how 
to compute the constants involved in these a priori estimates explicitly in terms 
of av, n, f, and u,, . The estimates hold as h + co. We use these estimates 
to derive an a priori estimate for the scalar field strength I u(x, X)1 in terms off 
and us that holds uniformly on v as h + co. 
The function ueciAt is the time harmonic solution of the wave equation 
A W - n(x) W,, = f (x)e-2At ((‘% t> E I’ x [O, Co)), 
that satisfies the boundary condition 
W jav = g(x)ectAt ((x, t) E av x (0, m)), 
and the radiation condition (1.3) for t > 0. 
The estimates we obtain for the L, norms of u/r and Vu/r also imply an 
upper bound on the local energy ERO(ue-ZAt) of the function ue-iAt that is con- 
tained in the region between the boundary aV of the scattering obstacle and 
a sphere of radius R, . This local energy is shown to be bounded from above 
by a constant multiple of the sum of the total energy X2(11 u,, ]lsv)2 + (11 ur* llsv)z 
of the boundary data uOecZAt and the square of the L, norm of e-%f (see 
Corollary 7.2). Here 
11 I(T* 6” is I 
1 vu, - (v* . Vu,) v* 12. 
av 
In a sequel to this paper we apply our estimate for I u(x, h)l to the Ursell 
radiating body problem [15] (Problem U): 
Let u(x, A) be the solution of Eq. (1.1) subject to the radiation condition 
(1.3), and the boundary condition 
“.(x)(“* . Vu) + B(+ = g(4 cx E av). (1.4) 
Construct an asymptotic approximation u,(x, A) of u(x, A) such that as h - 00 
u(x, A) - u&z, A) = 0(X- .Zfl !wn)r-h-1)/2) --i (J&f > i(l + m)) (1.5) 
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uniformly in x (X E V). We shall solve Problem U for a general class of scattering 
obstacles in the case 01 E 0, p = 1, g = u,, under physically reasonable 
hypotheses on (i) the smoothness of aV, ZJ,, n, and f, and (ii) the behavior as 
r ---f 00 of f, n, and derivatives of these functions. The approximations we 
construct satisfy (1.5) for positive integer values of M. 
In the case n(x) z 1 we shall require that the subset of aV contained in 
the support of the radiating sources f and g consist of a finite number of smooth 
locally convex patches Si (i = 1, 2,..., K) joined together so that aV is smooth 
and can be illuminated from the exterior. In addition we shall impose the 
condition that (i) each straight line (ray) emanating orthogonally from the 
patch Si extends to infinity without intersecting aY. The convexity of each 
S, ensures that every distinct pair of straight lines (rays) emanating orthogonally 
from the patch Si extend to infinity without intersecting. If all of aL’ is contained 
in the support off or g, then the above requirements can be satisfied only if 
aV is convex. 
In the case n(x) + 1 we shall impose analogous restrictions on i;?‘. The 
portion of aV contained in the support off or IC,, should consist of a finite 
number of patches Si that are “locally convex relative to n(x),” and joined 
smoothly together to form a curve (surface) that can be illuminated from the 
exterior. Every geodesic of the Riemannian metric ds = n1i2 1 dx / emanating 
orthogonally from S, must extend to infinity without intersecting aV. A patch 
S, is locally convex relative to n if every pair of geodesics (rays) emanating 
from S, extend to infinity without intersecting. 
More specifically we shall use the results of this paper to prove that under 
the above hypotheses, a function uM of the form 
where 
lb+1 
Udx, 4 = c TAX, 4 (M = -1, 0, 1, 2, 3 )... ), (1.6) 
n=O 
is a rigorous asymptotic expansion of the solution u of Problem U if a: ==: 0
and /3 = 1 as h -+ 00, uniformly in x (x E V). 
We shall construct Us, such that as h + co 
(A + A2n(x))uM = f(x) + O(h--"~--(m+3)/2) (x E F), 
and uhl satisfies the boundary condition (1.2) and the radiation condition (1.3). 
The a priori estimates derived in this paper will be applied to the difference 
u - u,,,, to obtain the error estimate (1.5). Roughly speaking, we demonstrate 
the proposition that if Z+ satisfies Problem P approximately as h + co, then 
uM approximates uniformly on V as X + co. 
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The leading term T,, in this asymptotic expansion is the approximation 
to the scalar field U(X, X) that would be constructed on the basis of Fermat’s 
principle, and the principle of conservation of energy; i.e., on the basis of the 
principles of geometrical optics for an inhomogeneous medium. Examination 
of the structure of To leads to the conclusions that (i) the conditions we impose 
on aI’ and it are sufficient to preclude foci and caustics in the “geometrical 
optics field,” (ii) the scalar field u(x, X) at a typical point x of v is determined 
by the values of u, at the points on each patch visible from x that are closest 
(in the sense of the Riemannian metric ds = rM 1 dx I) to x and by f(x). This 
is consistent with classical geometrical optics. 
We remark that our a priori estimates hold under conditions where focusing 
of the energy of the geometrical optics field does occur and where caustics 
are formed. Our a priori estimate for 1 u(x, h)l provides an upper bound on 
the strength of the field at foci and caustics for large values of the wave number h. 
We are able to predict that the strength of the field due to the sources radiating 
on the boundary and in the exterior is at most of the order of magnitude of 
h(3+m)/2 as h + co. If u(x, h) vanishes on the boundary we find that I u(x, X)] = 
B(h( 1+m)j2) at every point of the exterior. 
A more precise statement about the behavior of the field in cases where foci 
or caustics are present, or where multiple reflection occurs would, of course, 
require the construction of an appropriate approximate solution of Problem P. 
The interest in solving Problem U arises on the one hand from the fact 
that Eqs. (1.1) (1.3) and (1.4) provide a mathematical model for the propagation 
of time harmonic waves in an inhomogeneous medium. The solution u(x, h) 
of Problem U can be interpreted as the amplitude of the steady-state solution 
of the following initial boundary value problem: 
d w - n(x)W,, = e-y-(x) (3 E v x P, co)), (1.7) 
a(~)(“* * VW) + /3(x)W = e+“g(x) (x E aV x [0, co)), (l.S)(U’) 
W(x, 0) = w9, Wt(x, 0) = h,(x) (x E V). (1.9) 
Bloom has proved in [4] that W(x, t) tends to u(x, X)&At at an a&braic rate 
with respect to t as t + co, if(i) 01 = 0, /3 = 1; (ii) h,(x) and h,(x) have compact 
support; and (iii) aV is star-shaped. For general obstacles, if W(x, t) is the 
solution of Problem U’, Eidus has proved [6] that W(x, t) tends to U(X, X)e-iAt 
as t + co. No rate of approach to the steady state can be established for the 
class of scattering obstacles treated by Eidus (see [13]). 
Ursell [15] has solved Problem U in two dimensions for the case n(x) = 1, 
/? = 0, f(x) r= 0, and 8V convex. In Ursell’s work u(x, X) is interpreted as the 
amplitude of the time harmonic component of the velocity potential of the 
acoustic field produced by a double-layer distribution of radiating sources 
on the boundary of a slightly compressible homogeneous medium. He con- 
structed a Fredholm integral equation for the boundary values of u(x, X) with 
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a kernel that tends to zero as X -+ co. He proved that the leading term of the 
Neumann series for this equation is an asymptotic approximation of the boundary 
values of the exact solution, and he then used this result to derive the leading 
term of an asymptotic expansion of the velocity potential in the exterior of 
the radiating obstacle. Unfortunately, there are formidable mathematical 
obstacles that prevent his approach from being generalized to higher dimensions, 
nonconvex boundaries, or to the case of variable n(x). The method of Ursell 
can probably be adapted to the more general boundary condition (1.4). 
Ursell’s fundamental paper [15] h as had a strong influence on much of 
the recent work in scattering theory. Grimshaw [8] has successfully used a 
method similar to Ursell’s in his treatment of Problem U in two dimensions 
in the case of a convex scattering obstacle with n(x) = 1, 01 = 1, t3 = 0, g = 0, 
and f(x) = 6(x, x0). He solved Problem U for integer values of M - )( 1 + m) 
if x is in the region of r illuminated by point source at x,, . Other applications 
of Ursell’s method can be found in [l, 2, 111. Interest in the radiating body 
problem is heightened because it is a scalar diffraction problem with a “weak” 
shadow boundary, none if f(x) = 0 in (1.1). 
It is an open problem to separate and describe the contributions to the 
total field of diffraction and other lower-order effects if g # 0 and f(x) is not 
a point source. Because of the absence of a clearly defined shadow boundary, 
the asymptotic solution we construct for Problem U has a relatively simple 
form. Diffraction effects are absorbed into the error terms. 
It also remains to achieve one of Ursell’s original goals, to solve Problem U 
in three dimensions if u,* is prescribed on av, at least in the case where n = 1, 
f = 0, and aV is convex. 
Ludwig and Morawetz [9] have considered Problem U for m = 2, 3 in the 
case n = 1, aV convex, 01 = 0, /3 = 1, g = 0, f(x) = 6(x, x,,). Their approach 
is to first construct a function uA(x, A) that (i) vanishes on aV, (ii) satisfies 
the radiation condition (1.3) and (iii) is an approximate solution of the reduced 
wave equation on aV u V. They derived a priori bounds that hold for solutions 
of Problem P in the case that av is star-shaped and n(x) = 1, and they applied 
them to obtain an estimate for the difference between the exact solution and 
uA(x, A) that establishes uA(x, A) as an asymptotic approximation of a(~, A) 
in the “illuminated” portion of v. 
The a priori estimates obtained by Morawetz and Ludwig in [9] do not 
include an estimate for (11 Vu/r llv)z. Such an estimate is obtained in a more 
recent paper of Morawetz [IO] on energy decay for the wave equation, but 
it is obtained by an argument that is different from ours; see Strauss [14] for a 
related estimate. 
Bloom [3] has derived a priori estimates for the solution of Problem P in 
the case of a general second-order elliptic operator, but only for star-shaped 
aV. Our pointwise estimate for U(X, A) improves upon Bloom’s because it is 
uniform over 7, and because we allow a much wider class of scattering obstacles, 
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e.g., “snake-shaped” bodies. For real h our local energy estimate generalizes 
a recent estimate of Morawetz [lo] which holds for complex Jt, and a general 
class of scattering obstacles. 
Our derivation of the a priori estimates in Theorem 7.1 and Theorem 8.1 
is similar in structure to Bloom’s proof in [3]. There are significant difierences 
between the choice of multipliers made here and in [3], and in the various 
delicate calculations and estimates. There are also several simplifications in 
our work resulting from the fact that we treat the differential operator d + h%(x) 
rather than a general self-adjoint operator with variable coefficients. In particular 
we are able to avoid the patching argument used in [3, Appendix III], and the 
complicated choice of p(x) made in [3, Appendix II]. 
The multipliers we use are related to those defined in [5]. There we established 
decay rates for the local energy of solutions of the wave equation defined 
in exterior regions with boundaries that can be illuminated from the 
interior. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with geometry. We describe 
there the coordinate system in terms of which the multipliers, and other 
auxiliary functions are defined. 
In Section 3 we derive a differential inequality for functions u E C1( v) n C2( V). 
This inequality is obtained from a basic divergence identity proved in [3]. 
We integrate this inequality over the region V(R) bounded by aV, and the 
sphere S(R) = {x: / x 1 = R}. The divergence terms give rise to an integral 
over aV, and an integral over S(R) of quadratic functions of U and first 
derivatives of U. The remaining terms obtained are integrals over V(R). Our 
a priori estimates are derived from this inequality. 
Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to carefully estimating the integrands of the 
integrals over V(R). In Section 6 we prove that the integral over S(R) is bounded 
from below by a function of R that tends to zero as R -+ 03, if u satisfies the 
radiation condition (1.3). 
In Section 7 we apply these results to the integral inequality derived in 
Section 3. We assume that u is the solution of (P) and we let R---f co. We 
obtain a preliminary estimate for 11 r-1 Vu IIv and /I Y* . Vu ljaY in terms of the 
boundary data uO, the source term uO, and jl r-lu /Iv. 
At this point it appears that little has been accomplished since 11 Y-~U I/V 
is as yet an unknown quantity. We overcome this difficulty by establishing 
a “small-multiples” estimate. This is an upper bound for // Y-~U /Iv in terms 
of norms of f, u0 , and small multiples of the unknown quantities // r-l Vu /Iv 
and Ij V* . Vu IIr,, multiples that approach zero as h---f co. We use this upper 
bound in the preliminary estimate to bound // v* . Vu liar and /I r-l Vu j/V from 
above in terms of norms off and u,, . We then use this result in the small 
multiples inequality to obtain an upper bound for 11 r-lu /Iv in terms of norms 
off and u0 . 
Finally, in Section 8 we use the estimates for II y-l Vu /Iv, 11 y-h I/“, and 
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I/ v* . Vu liar, obtained in Section 7 in an integral representation for Y to derive 
an a priori estimate for ] U(X, X)1 that holds uniformly on v as h + co. 
We remark that the estimates of this paper imply a uniqueness theorem 
for the solution of Problem P if X is sufficiently large. For if f = u,, = 0, our 
estimate for 1 u(x, h)l reduces to I U(X, h)l = 0 for every x E 8. 
2. GEOMETRIC PRELIMINARIES 
Let C be a convex body in Rm (m = 2 or 3) with smooth boundary KY. 
Let v and v* be the unit exterior normals to aC and to aV, respectively. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A scattering obstacle aV can be illuminated from the 
exterior if and only if there exist a c,, > 0 and a convex body C, with aV C C, 
such that (i) if X0 E aC and x E aV lie on the same interior normal to aC, then 
v&X0) . v*(x) >, co, and (ii) any two interior normals to aC intersect only 
after passing through aV. 
Definition 2.1 means that each point of aI’ can be seen along one and only 
one interior normal to K’. An example of a scattering obstacle 8V that can 
be illuminated from the exterior, but which is neither star-shaped nor illuminable 
from the interior is a “snake” (Fig. 1). Henceforth aV will be an obstacle 
that can be illuminated from the exterior. 
FIGURE 1 
In R2 the normals to EC define a coordinate system on v. Let 7 be arclength 
along the curve 8C measured from some fixed point of ZK, and let 
x = X0(T) (71 d ?- < 72) 
be a representation of C, with X”(~r) = X0(7,). The normals to aC are described 
by 
x = V(T)U + xya), (2.1) 
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where v(7) is the unit exterior normal to X at the point X0(7), and 1 u 1 measures 
distance from aC along this normal: u > 0 in ext X’, u = 0 on K’, u < 0 
in int aC. Equation (2.1) defines a coordinate system in r. For each x in r 
there is a unique ordered pair (u(x), T(X)) such that (2.1) holds. Further there 
exists a “half-strip” in (u, r) space, call it 9, bounded by the curves 7 = pi , 
7 = ~a, 0 = ~~(7) such that (2.1) d e fi nes a smooth I-1 mapping x = X(u, T) 
from 9’ onto B and {x 1 x = x(q(~), T), 71 < 7 < TV} = i?V (Fig. 2). 
In UP the situation is more complicated due to the existence of umbilic 
points on X’. (At an umbilic point x E X’ the curvature is the same in all 
directions; the two principal curvatures are equal.) However, by a theorem 
of Feldman [7], we can assume without loss of generality that there are only 
a finite number of umbilic points on X and that X can be subdivided into 
a finite number of regions with boundaries that contain all the umbilics. In 
each such region Ri the ,arcs of constant principal curvature 9 = const, 
72 = const define a local coordinate system. Using the local coordinates (a, T) 
of R, (suppressing subscripts on (u, T)), we again write 
x = X,“(T) (T = (71, 7”)) 
for x E X’ n R{ . Corresponding to each Ri is a local coordinate zone Vi in i? 
This zone is defined by the ray equation 
x = V(T), + X,“(T), (2.2) 
where V(T) and u have meanings similar to those in the case of W. The zones 
Vi cover all of V except for the points that lie on normals emanating from the 
umbilics on X’. Again we associate with each x in a zone V, the ray coordinates 
(u(x), Q-(X)) (suppressing the subscript i on T) that correspond to it through (2.2). 
Finally, we denote the l-l mapping determined by (2.2) from a “half-cylinder” 
z in (u, T) space onto ri (minus the rays emanating from umbilics) by Xi ; 
that is, for each x E vi (minus the rays emanating from umbilics) 
x = Xi(U(X), T(X)). 
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In view of its geometrical interpretation, the local coordinate function U(X) 
can be extended to a globally continuous function of x on all of V, while the 
local coordinate function 7 cannot be so extended. 
In R2 let pi(x) be the radius of curvature of X’ at the point x’ where the 
normal to X passes through X. In R3 let pi(x) (i = 1, 2) be the principal radii 
of curvature of aC at the point x’ where the normal to 8C passes through X. 
We make the following observations for use in the sequel. 
LEMMA 2.1. If the obstacle 8V is illuminated from the exterior by X, then 
Mob + PI(X), 44 + &)I > 0 (s=l,m-l;m=2,3). 
Proof. Since V is illuminated from the exterior by X, every x in r lies 
on some coordinate surface 
22 = {x’ 1 a(x’) = u(x)} n v. 
Suppose m = 3. The Gaussian curvature K(x) of Z at x is 
Since .Z is convex, K(x) must be positive at each x E v, which implies the 
desired conclusion. In R2 the convexity of Z (defined analogously) implies 
that the curvature K(x) = [U(X) + p1(x)]-1 > 0, and the desired conclusion 
follows. 
LEMMA 2.2. The function u, dejked by (2.1) in two dimensions and by (2.2) 
in three dimensions, is a smooth function on v. Furthermore, 
v = V(T(X)) = Vu(x) 
so that v is a smooth function of x on v. Also 1 Vu(x)12 = 1 on r. 
LEMMA 2.3. The function Au is continuous on v. 
The proof of Lemma 2.2 is easy and is left to the reader. Lemma 2.3 follows 
immediately from Lemma 2.1 and the identity 
m-1 
A44 = c [“(X) + PiW1 (m = 2, 3). 
1 
3. THE BASIC INEQUALITY 
The starting point in obtaining our a priori estimates is the following 
divergence identity [3, Appendix I] 
-V.ReP=F+Y+X-P+-+, (3.la) 
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where 
S = -Re[b . Vu + (+ + y)u][(du + A%u)/~], (3.lb) 
3 = -Re[@V(y/n) . VU], (3.k) 
SF = 1 V(p/n) . vu /2/4w, (3.ld) 
9 = w I{[V(p/n) . Vu]/2w} - ih 12, (3.le) 
9- = {VzqV’(b/n) - &(b . V(l/n))l - (w/n)l]} * vu, (3.lf) 
w = [(V . Q/2] - y, (3.k) 
and 
In the above definitions V’(b/n) is the matrix (a(&/n)/M) and I is the identity 
matrix. The identity (3.1) holds if u is a twice continuously differentiable 
complex valued function, n, y, p are real valued, continuously differentiable 
functions, and b is a vector with continuously differentiable, real valued com- 
ponents. Both b(x) and y(x) must be chosen so that w > 0. 
We want to bound the right-hand side of (3.la) from above by 
-(Vu2?)~Vu-~&B+A~Lu~2+BIu~2, 
where A and B are positive functions with A = 0(r2) and B = C(r”) on r 
and 9 is a positive definite matrix such that 9 = C(r-“) on r. To this end 
we write 
where 
Fl = (p/n){[(c * Vu)/w] - i/\u:, (3.2b) 
F2 = w * 4/l c II - (P I c l/w)>(c * W/~ I c I, (3.2~) 
9, = a+ * 4/n I c IIWI c I> + w4) . vu, (3.2d) 
g* = bw4 (3.2e) 
and 
Lu = Au + Pnu. (3.3) 
Next we set 
c = gv(p/n) and w = 2 I c 12. (3.4) 
Since, by definition (3.lg), w = &(V . b) - y, the multiplier y is now defined 
in terms of p and the vector b. It is also convenient to define two auxiliary 
functions p and 7 on p by the equations 
PW = 8 + rlw 7164 = (c/3) h2W, h(x) = bJ(4 + up, (3.5) 
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where D is defined in Section 1 and us is some positive number such that 
CT + a0 > 0 on i? It follows from Lemma 2.2 that p and 77 are continuous 
functions on F. We choose E to be any positive number such that 
1 - Eh2(X) > g if o>us. (3.6) 
With these definitions in mind it is easy to derive the following inequalities 
for the terms on the right-hand side of (3.2a): 
-Re(%L@) < 27% + A, I Lu 12, 
(3.7) 
-Re(%LB) < (hr 1 u I/~Tz)~ + A, j Lu 12. 
Here 
(P I c I)” Al+&), A,=-- -- i 
VJ * cl 
167n2 1 c I4 P ICI2 
A, = h-2. 
Moreover, if we set 
then 
2d = V(y/n) and e=gj>o, 
3 < (I d I2 I u I”P) + 0 I vu 12. 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
Using inequalities (3.7) and (3.9), we obtain an upper bound for 9 + 9. 
Using this estimate, the definition of w given by (3.4) and the condition (3.6), 
we obtain the following basic inequality from (3.la): 
-ReV~$P~-(Vu~)~V~-~~+A~Lu~s+B~u~2, (3.10) 
where 
A =iAi, B = [y2/(4n2A4)1 + (I d I”/Q (3.11) 
1 
and 
~2 = V’(b/n) - ;b * V(n-l)I - $( 1 + 3~$. (3.12) 
Upon integrating both sides of (3.10) over the region exterior to the obstacle 
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aV and interior to a large sphere of radius R and using the divergence theorem 
to evaluate the integral of the left-hand side, we obtain the result 
Here v* is the unit exterior normal to aV and V(R) = V n {x / r < R}. 
In the remainder of this paper we carry out the analysis that leads from (3.13) 
to estimates of the form (7.1). 
The success of our further argument hinges on choosing the multipliers 
b and p so that 
- s r=R (4~) .z 3 12,(R) = 41) CR-+ co), (3.14) 
and so that 
and 
I1 3 I avv* . Re 2 b P~II~~*II~v 
+ (terms involving u and z+ on at’), (3.15) 
I2 3 
s 
v (Vdi?) . vu 2 p, 11 Vu/r 11; ) (3.16) 
4= Blul’ ~AIIW;, s (3.17) V 
where the pi are positive constants independent of h. 
An inequality of the form (3.15) does hold if b is chosen so that v* * b is 
strictly positive on aV. To see this, note first that 
I1 = iv [(y) I u,* I2 + Re{(b . i$*> z+/n} + Re{(i& + Y) %*/n) 
+ $X2(,* - b) 1 u I2 - $(v* * b) 1 UT: I2 1 . 
An application of the elementary inequality ab < &(u2 + b2) to the second 
and third terms in the integrand of (3.18) leads to the estimate 
4 3 (1 - 24 j-,9 I u,* I2 - s,, [Fl IUT* I2+ F2 I u I217 (3.19 
where 
Fl = (‘* ’ b, + I b I2 
n 2yz(v* * b) ’ 
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and 
F2 = +* .b)+ XZPZ + y2 
2q+* * b) 1 * 
The desired lower bound for Ii follows immediately from (3.19) if we choose 
or > 0 and sufficiently small, provided that both b . v* and 11 are strictly 
positive on 8F’. The positive definiteness of n(x) is one of our basic hypotheses 
made in the Introduction. 
In Section 4 of this paper we shall choose p and b so that b * v* > 0 on av, 
which implies (3.15) holds. We derive a lower bound for (Vu9) . V@ that 
implies (3.16) under physically reasonable hypotheses on n(x). In Section 5 
we derive bounds on A and B (defined in (3.11)) that imply (3.17) and 
(3.20) 
for some positive number p, independent of h. In Section 6 we prove that 
with our choice of b and p made in Section 4, (3.14) holds. 
We make use of (3.14) in (3.13) and take limits of both sides of the resulting 
inequality to obtain 
This inequality implies the preliminary estimate (7.2) by virtue of (3.19) and 
the results of Sections 4-6. It follows immediately from (7.2) that a priori 
estimates of the form 
II u,* ~b , II vu/r 11~ G P(II 4~ II” + II FLU 11~ + h II u iiav + II + iid (3.22) 
hold, when p is a positive constant independent of u and X. In Section 8 we 
use the fundamental solution Hil)(X / x - x’ 1) of Lu = 6(x, x’) and Green’s 
identity to derive our a priori pointwise estimate for I U(X, h)] from Theorem 7.1. 
4. A LOWER BOUND FOR (Vu.%?) 9Vii 
In this section we choose b and p and make hypotheses on the smoothness 
and far field behavior of the index of refraction n112 sufficient to guarantee 
that the quadratic form (VuS) . VP is bounded from below by a strictly positive 
multiple of ) Vu I2 on v. Let as, u = U(X), and v = Vu(x) be defined as in 
Section 2, and recall the definition (3.5) of h. We further recall from Section 2 
that a(x), T(X) are the coordinates of x E r under the transformation (2.1) 
in R2 and (2.2) in lR3. 
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HYPOTHESES. There exist constants p > 2, n, > 0, Ci > 0 (i 
a, 3 a, such that in both the case of [w2 and the case of Iw3 
n E Cz( V) n C1( T), 
n(x) > n, > 0 (x E P); 
/ 1 - n-‘(x)1 < C&~(x) (x E v, 4-4 3 uz), 
1 71, j E 1 v . Vn 1 < C,@(x) (x E vi, u(x) 3 uJ. 
Further, there exists a positive number ca such that for all x E v 
n + *h-l(v . Vn) > c0 . 
1,2), and 
(4.li) 
(4. lii) 
(4.2i) 
(4.2ii) 
(4.3) 
Note that hypothesis (4.3) restricts the magnitude of n, = v . Vn only on 
subsets of v, where n < 0. The hypotheses (4.2) and (4.3) are physically 
reasonable. Radical changes in n relative to its magnitude can produce con- 
centration of energy. The hypotheses we make ensure that energy flows out 
to infinity at a reasonable rate. This is consistent with our local energy norm 
interpretation of our a priori L, estimates, which we mentioned in the Introduc- 
tion. 
We next introduce an auxiliary function r(x) to be used in the definition 
of the multiplier b(x). 
DEFINITION 4.1. r is the Cl(r) function with piecewise continuous second 
derivatives given by 
if u(x) < u2, 
Ux) = ];2[;‘; E’ - (k(x) - I)“] if u(x) > u2, (4.4) 
where K(x) = (u2 + u,,) h(x). In this definition c’ is a positive number, which 
we shall later assume to be suitably small. We now define our multipliers b and p. 
DEFINITION 4.2. The multiplier b is the C1( vi> vector function with piecewise 
continuous second derivatives defined by 
i;(x) = n(x) r(x) h-l(x) Vu(x), (4.5) 
and p is the C”(8) function defined by 
~(4 E n(xW-l(x) + 2[e’(u2 + 4-l + +)I. (4.6) 
In (4.6) E is the positive number chosen in (3.5) and E’ is the positive number 
occuring in (4.4). 
The following lemma plays a key role in the proof of Proposition 4.1 below. 
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LEMMA 4.1. If we define 6(x) = Vu(x)/h(x), then the matrix V’6 E (6:) 
has the property 
V’& > I (x E F); (4.7) 
that is, for each complex m vector $ (#V/6) .# 2 z,b . $ on r. 
Proof. We give the proof only in the case of FP. It is easy to specialize 
the argument to R2. We first observe that 
6 = a + vu0 , 
where 01 = YU = (Vo)u is the vector multiplier used in [5]. In a typical coordinate 
zone (see Section 2) 
6,i = c?$ + ffoazj (i,j = 1, 2, 3), (4.8) 
where the subscripts denote differentiation with respect to xj and, as computed 
in [5, Eq. (8.711, 
On the other hand, since o, = Xoi, in a typical coordinate zone 
ai = (xc7i), = i [xZfx~f/(a + Pi) I x,O, I"]* 
l=l 
(4.10) 
Substituting for 9” and oil from (4.9) and (4.10) in (4.8), we find that in a 
typical coordinate zone 
V’S = 1 + c NV0 - Pl)(X,>’ X”,/(u + Pl) I x,0, I217 (4.11) 
Z=l 
where (X,“,)’ is the transpose of Xz”, and 
(X,“,)’ x,0, = (x:fx:;). 
By Lemma 2.1 both 0 + pi and u + p2 are positive on v. We now further 
restrict our choice of 0, so that both 
a+ao>o and OO-PZ >o (Z= 1,2)in’i7’. (4.12) 
Having thus chosen a0 , we see that since 
(‘p[(X,“,)’ x&l> * y = / il y”x,oI: I2 3 0 
on r, the desired inequality (4.7) holds on r. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 4.1. 
505/24/3-l= 
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We now state and prove the main result of this section, which holds in 08” 
(m = 2, 3). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose that u,, satisfies (4.12), b and p are chosen according 
to DeJinition 4.2, E and E’ are sa@ciently small, and hypotheses (4.1)-(4.3) are 
satzkfzed. Then the matrix -9, which is defined by (3.12), (3.5), and the choke 
of b and a,, , is strictly positive de$nite on v. In particular, there exists a positive 
constant C independent of X such that on v 
(Vz&?) . Vn 3 Ch2(x) 1 Vu 12. (4.13) 
Our proof of Proposition 1 is considerably simpler than the proof of the analogous 
result in [3, Appendices II and III]. Our choice of p is simpler, and we avoid 
the patching argument used by Bloom. 
Proof. Using the definition of b, we rewrite 2 as 
9 =&?i, (4.14) 
1 
where 
L& = IJV’6 + [(6 . Vn)/2n]I}, 
=% = -(l/W I Wn)12A 
We consider two cases. 
9, = (VlJ’6, 
9, = -$(l + 317)1. 
Case I. x E Sr , where S, = {x 1 u(x) < u2} n v. 
In this case r is constant so that 9, = 0. Furthermore, the constant value 
of r can be made arbitrarily large by taking E’ sufficiently small. Therefore, if 
0’6 + [(6 * Vn)/2n]l > 0, (4.15) 
then 9i can be made as large as we please by taking E’ small enough. On the 
other hand, both Z?a and 9, are independent of E’ and bounded on Sr since 
Sr is compact. Thus if (4.15) holds, then 3 is positive definite on Sr . But 
by Lemma 4.1 
V’6 + [(6 - Vyz)/2n]1 > (1 + [(v * Vn)/2nh(x)]}l. (4.16) 
By our hypothesis (4.3) the right-hand side of (4.16) is positive definite; hence 
(4.13) holds, and 1 is positive definite on Sr . (Our hypothesis (4.3) should 
be compared to [3, conditions 11-21.) 
Finally, since S, is compact, it follows that on Sr 
(Vu9) . VP > C,h2(x) 1 Vu 12, (4.17) 
where 
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Case II. x E S,, , where S,, = {x / U(X) > u2} n V. 
Our approach is direct: we compute and estimate the terms in (4.14). The 
far field behavior of 7t now comes into play. Hypotheses (4.2) imply that 
-21 > r[l - CJP(x)(l + C,P(x))]l. (4.18) 
The choice of (Jo does not affect our proof. We choose it so large that the function 
in square brackets in (4.18) is positive. 
Estimates of 9, and 9, are easy to obtain. We find by straightforward com- 
putation that 
s2 = -(2/L) K(x)[l - K(x)](Va)’ vu, 
92 = -$[l - &s(X)]2 + O(P(x)). 
(4.19) 
In estimating Z& we have again used hypotheses (4.2). 
Recalling definition (3.5) of 7, we see that 
.s$ = -$[l + JP(X)]. (4.20) 
We now use the estimates (4.18)-(4.20) to conclude that for all x E Sn 
(Vu9) . vu > r[l + Ol(h+))] 1 vu 12 - (2/E’) K(x)[l - K(x)] 1 v . vu 12 
+ [- 1 + &h2(X)[l - &2(X)] + U(&yx))] 1 vu 12. (4.21) 
But r = 1 + (r - l), and 
r - 1 = [K(X)/E’][2 - K(X)](l/E’) K(x)[2 - K(x)]. (4.22) 
Making use of (4.22) in (4.21), we find that 
(Vu-q . vzi >, a1 + qw))] + (l/E’) @)[2 - Q)][l + u(hp(X))]a 
+ [42h2(4][1 - Eh2(X)] + qyx))} I vu I2 
- (2/E’) K(x)[l - K(x)] I Y . vu /a. (4.23) 
Since - / v . Vu j > - I Vu 1, we deduce from (4.23) that on S,, 
(Vu.2) . vu > {(CT2 + uo)2 + &[I - &(X)] + up-2(X))) P(X) 1 vu 12 
2% q(x) hyx) 1 vu 12. (4.24) 
We now choose u2 so large that it satisfies our previous conditions and 
Jg 464 > 0. 
With this choice of era it follows from (4.24) that 
(Vu.q . vu 2 C,,hyx) 1 vu 12, (4.25) 
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where 
Finally, on the basis of (4.17) and (4.25) we conclude that Proposition 4.1 
holds with C =d Min(C, , C,,). 
5. FAR FIELD BEHAVIOR OF COEFFICIENTS OF THE 
1 Lu I2 AND / u I2 TERMS 
In this section we establish the behavior as u ---f cc of the coefficients of 
1 Lu I2 and j u I2 in our basic inequality (3.10). We use the choices of b and p 
made in the last section. 
Several straightforward calculations using hypotheses (4.1) and (4.2) lead 
to the conclusion that, as D + co, 
A2 9 A3 = qu2j, 
Al + A, = O(u2), 
(5-l) 
where the Ai are defined after (3.7). In view of (5.1) the coefficient A of 1 Lu 12 
in (3.10) grows no faster than a constant multiple of a2 as u --+ 00, and 
K3 = Sup[h2(x)A] < co. 
V 
(5.2) 
Next, we examine the behavior of the coefficient B of 1 u I2 in (3.10) as u + co. 
We use assumptions (4.1) and (4.2) and we also assume: 
HYPOTHESES. For all x E r, 
I Vn I < C3h2(x), (5.3i) 
I no0 I < G~3(x)t (5.3ii) 
I nor, 1 < C,h2(x) (i = 1, m - 1) (5.3iii) 
in R,(m = 2, 3). 
These conditions are implied by hypotheses H(vii) and (viii) in the Introduc- 
tion. 
The calculations necessary to obtain the estimates to follow are tedious 
and straightforward for the most part. Therefore we omit most of them. All 
the big-oh estimates in the remainder of this Section hold for x E v. 
First, it follows from the definitions of w, p, and r that 
p/n = @(h-l(x)), (5.4a) 
2w = I grad(p/n)12 = (p/n): = O(l), (5.4b) 
grad w = (d& (dnho v = W2W, (5.4c) 
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and 
r = 9(l), r,? = ww), r,, = qhyx)). 
Furthermore, 
WI-1 
(5.4d) 
vu = c [l/(0 + f 111 = W’> (m = 2, 3); 
Z=l 
(5.5) 
and since 1 grad pr j = O(l), 
WL-1 
grad(Vu) = - C [(v + grad pt)/(u + pt)'] = ~(4. 
1=1 
(5.6) 
A straightforward calculation using (5.4d) and (5.5) gives the result 
v * b = n,rh-1 + n[h-T, + r] + nrk-1Llu 
= n,U(u) + n@(l). 
Thus by hypotheses (4.2) 
v - b = O(1). (5.7) 
This result together with (5.4b) imply that 
y = p * b - w = O(1). (5.8) 
An immediate consequence of the last estimate and our hypotheses on n is that 
pS2/4n = O(u-2). (5.9) 
We next estimate d2/8, recalling that d = grad(y/n). This calculation is 
rather tedious since second derivatives of b, and hence n, are involved through 
grad y. In estimating grad(div b) we use the results (5.4d), (5.5), and (5.6) 
to estimate I’ and the derivatives of r and U, while we use the hypotheses 
(4.1), (4.2), and (5.3) to estimate n and its derivatives. We find that 
V(V * b) = qu-2). (5.10) 
This result together with (5.4~) implies that 
vy = qu-2). (5.11) 
Finally, using results (5.9) and (5.8) in the definition of d, we obtain the estimate 
d2/8 = O(c2) (5.12) 
since 0 = U(U-~) by (3.5). 
In view of estimates (5.9) and (5.12) we conclude that B grows no faster 
than a constant multiple of u-2 as cr + co; that is 
K, = Sup[k2(x)B] < co. 
V 
(5.13) 
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6. THE RADIATION INTEGRAL 
One cannot expect that Problem P, stated in the Introduction, will have 
a unique solution unless an outgoing radiation condition such as (1.3) is imposed. 
It follows that somewhere in a proof of a priori estimates for solutions of 
Problem P (estimates that imply uniqueness) the radiation condition must be 
used. It plays its role in this section. Our goal is to derive the result (3.14), 
namely, to prove that 
- 
s T=R (4~) * Re ~3 3 41) 
(R + co). (6.1) 
This result is used to deduce (3.21) from (3.13). We first rewrite the integrand 
in (6.1) as a quadratic form in u, ur , and .9ru, where 
up 4% 24, - ihu + [(m - 1)/2Y]U (6.2) 
and ur is the component of grad u lying in the plane perpendicular to the 
position vector x on the sphere 1 x ( = r. To do this we write 
Vu = u&/r) + u,T, 24, = 9~24 + ihu - [(m - 1)/2r]u 
and 
The result is: 
6’ = (Lx . y/r, bT = T .!I. 
J: R 1; [I uT12 - I@‘I"]- Re [+T%/ 
I Iu12 
[ 
P[(p - by + &bT(l - n)] + y(nr2; l) 
- &$j2, 
- Re 1 [z~(p - br) + (y - * br)] p B,U~ 
(6.3) 
We use the inequality 1 ab I < +[c I a I2 + c-i I b I”] to estimate the cross 
product terms involving UT in (6.3). We choose c = 4 so that the resultant 
I ur I2 terms exactly cancel the term br I UT l/2 n in (6.3). Note that br is positive 
for sufficiently large r since 
b” = Y + O(1) (y- 00) 
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(see (6.7)). We next use the inequality 1 ab 1 < $[Y 1 a I2 + r-l j b 12], to estimate 
the z&i u terms in (6.3). We thus obtain 
- s 7=R (x/r) * e 22 fdR) + J(R), (6.4) 
where 
and 
j(R) = s,_, q {X2 [(p - br) - g + @‘(l - n) - (p ;rbT’2 ] 
+ y(y 1) _ &b’ (2?+)’ _ (z!g)” L$ 
- Y- ( (6-6) 
We use the local coordinate transformation (2.1) or (2.2) to estimate the terms 
within curly brackets in these last two integrals in each coordinate zone. Of 
course, we employ our various hypotheses on n. The results are that as r --+ co, 
v, = 1 + $r-“(v . x0 - 1 x0 I”) + 0(1-4), 
u = r - v * x0 + (2r)-’ (v . x0 - 1 x0 I”) + @(y-3), 
b’ = I + [ 2(u2 ,t 4 + u. - y * x0] + Q-l), 
p _ b’ = 
[ 
to2 +, %I2 
+ U(L) 
+ rz - &(v * x0 - 1 x0 It)] r-1 
(P > 2)) 
1 - n = @(r-D), 
I bT I2 - = --T-yv . x0 - ( x0 I”) + q-y, 
b’ 
(6.7a) 
(6.7b) 
(6.7~) 
(6.7d) 
(6.7e) 
(6.7f) 
Y- + 6’ = -m’l /+ + qr-2) = q-1). 
1 
(6-W 
It follows that the term multiplying r / 9,~ i2/n in (6.5) is 9(l) as T + co. 
Therefore, by the radiation condition (1.3), 
f,(R) = o(1) (R + GO). (6.8) 
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Next we observe that the coefficient of A2 in the integrand of (6.6) can be made 
positive. We accomplish this by first choosing E’ small enough to make the 
coefficient of the 0(~-l) part of 
p - 6’ - (I by jyl’) 
positive and then choosing R so large that this @(r-l) term dominates; say 
R > R, . Then we can choose h so large, say X 3 A, , that the integrand in 
(6.6) is nonnegative if R 3 R, , since the remaining terms not involving h 
in the curly brackets are E’-lO(r-l). Thus 
J(R) 2 0 for R > R, and h 3 A, . (6.9) 
Results (6.8) and (6.9) imply (6.1) if h > A, . 
We close this section with a lemma concerning radiation integrals that will 
be useful a little later on. 
LEMMA 6. I. If u E C1( V) and u satisfies the radiation condition 
then for each 6 > 0 
y-1-6 1 24 12 = 0. (6.10) 
Proof. It is a direct consequence of the divergence theorem that in Rm 
=I 
2 Re ziur 
V(R) r 
+ (m - 2) jV(, y 9 
where V(R) is the intersection of V with a large ball of radius R. Recall that 
u, = qu + ihu - [(tn. - 1)/2r]u. 
Therefore, 
s lu12 - r=R r s aV + 1 21 12 + jv(R) 2 eyalu - jV(, y * 
It follows that 
I‘, R (I ZJ I”/r) G say Lb* * 4/r”] I u I2 + J-R) I 99 12- 
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The integral over aV is bounded by our assumptions on u. Thus we may 
rewrite the preceding inequality as 
By virtue of the radiation condition, 
Therefore 
f 
1 glu I2 = O(ln R) (R -+ co). 
V(R) 
s r=R (I u I”/r) G @On RI 
(R --+ co). 
We now divide both sides of the last relation by R” to obtain the desired 
conclusion. 
7. A PRIORI ESTIMATES IN WEIGHTED L, NORMS 
The results obtained in Sections 3-6 together with an auxiliary estimate 
for Ij U/Y IIy , to be derived in this section, imply the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7.1. Suppose u is a solution of Problem P, with f replaced by g(x, A), 
that lies in C?(V) n C1( 2;‘). A ssume that V can be illuminated from the exterior. 
Finally assume that hypotheses (4.1)-(4.3) and (5.3) each hold. Then if h is 
su@ciently large, there exist positive constants I’, and F2 , independent of h and u, 
such that 
II uve llt~, W-ad 4/y IIy G r,[ll u. IIEW + II uT* lbY + II yg IM, (7.la) 
and 
11 u/y /IV < (r2/h)[h tl uO lb” + 11 uT* b’ + II rg h’l- (7.lb) 
Here II * IIs is the L, norm over the set S. The inequalities of Theorem 7.1 
imply the following corollaries. 
COROLLARY 7.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 7.1, if h is st.@ciently 
large, there exists a positive constant r, , independent of X and u such that 
-&,(e-iAt4 A P2 II u IIv(R~) + II grad u 1hRld/2 
< rsv2 II 110 II& + II UT+ IL% + II rg ll2vl? 
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where ER,(e-iA%) is the portion of the energy of ue-“t contained in V(R,) = 
Vn{xj/xl <R,)and 
rs = [Min +][rr2 + r22]. 
V&) 
COROLLARY 7.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 7.1, if X is su@Gntly large, 
then solutions of Problem P are unique in the class C2(V) n Cl(F). 
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving Theorem 7.1. From 
the result obtained in Section 6 that (3.20) holds for functions which satisfy 
the radiation condition (1.3) and from (3.13), we conclude that (3.21) holds 
for the solution u of Problem P. We now observe that the vector multiplier b 
has been chosen so that on aV, v* . b > 0 (the auxiliary function I’ is a positive 
constant on 8V). The multiplier p is strictly positive on aV. Therefore it follows 
from (3.19) that 
where 
K, = (1 - 2~,){I$[(v* * b)/n]} > 0 (0 -=c El < Q), 
K5 = supI;; < co, and K6 = k2 sup F2 < 00. 
av av 
Making use of (7.2), Proposition 4.1, and results (5.2) and (5.13) in (3.21), 
we conclude that if u is the solution of Problem P, then for h sufficiently large, 
Kl II hVu II? + 4 s, 9 + K2 II uv* II& 
where 
G KS II hu IIt + & II h-‘g 1% + & II UP II& + h2K, II u II& 9 (7.3) 
KI = min(Cr , C,,) > 0 (7.4) 
and K3 and K4 are defined by (5.2) and (5.13). Note that the Ki (i = l,..., 5) 
are independent of h and K,, = O(1) as h --f cc. 
It follows from the ray equation x = V(T + X0(7) that in each coordinate zone 
r = [u2 + 2(v . X0(7))a + / XO(T)I~]~/~. 
Since v . X0 > 0, r > a on r whenever u(x) > 0. Thus there exist constants 
wi (i = 1,2) such that 
II h-k II? G ml II v? 1% and II hw ll”Y 2 w2 II w/r I~‘$, (7.5) 
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where w is either u or Vu. The inequalities (7.5) and (7.3) imply (3.22) for h 
sufficiently large, say h 3 h, , with 
(7.6) 
It still appears that we are far from our goal to obtain a priori estimates 
for II u/y lb, II Vu/r lb y and 11 u,* llav. For while the integrals on the left-hand 
side of (3.22) or (7.3) are the unknown quantities we wish to estimate a priori, 
they are bounded from above in (3.22) or (7.3) by a linear combination of 
given quantities and the unknown quantity I/ U/Y IIv or jl ku /Iv. However, we 
shall now demonstrate that this latter quantity can be bounded from above 
by the sum of small multiples of the quantities we desire to estimate in (7.la) 
and small multiples of known quantities (see (7.9) below). These multiples 
can be made as small as we please by choosing h sufficiently large. By using 
this bound on 1) hu 11; in (7.3) we obtain an inequality that immediately yields 
(7.la). We then use the estimates for the quantities on the left-hand side of 
(7.la) in the “small multiples” estimate (7.9) for 11 hu II”, to obtain an inequality 
that immediately yields (7.lb). 
We begin to carry out this program with the identity 
v . (h% Vu) = h2 / vu 12 - 2h3ii(Vo . Vu) 
- Ph% 1 u 12 + (iiLu)h2. (7.7) 
This identity holds for solutions of Problem P. We integrate it over ‘V(R) 
and use the divergence theorem. The result after letting R -+ 00 is 
- I h%iu,t = I [h2(ilg + ) Vu I”} - 2h%(Vo . Vu)] av V 
- A2 Iv h2n 1 u I2 - lim 1 
R-r* T=R 
h2ziu, . (7.8) 
We next show that 
lim 
s R-a* r=R 
h%iu, = 0. (7.9) 
To prove (7.9) we observe that 
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But by Lemma 6.1 and the radiation condition (1.3) the right-hand side of 
the last inequality converges to 0 as R + co. This implies (7.9). 
We next estimate the various terms that remain in (7.8) with the help of the 
inequality ab < $[c / a I2 + c-l / b I”]. The result is 
(l-~)j”~~nIu12$~j~“~.nlu”*12+h41u121 
+ h-2 jv h2 [J-g + (1 + $1 I vu 121. (7.11) 
If h is so large that [l - 2A-“] > 0 and n(x) 2 n, on F (see (4.lii)), then (7.11) 
implies the “small multiples” estimate 
II h ll”y d h-2[1 - CV2)1-1 [ol II u,. II& + D2 II mu II; 
+ & II uo iI& + 04 II hg ll”,l, (7.12) 
where 
Dl = &;I, D, = n;‘[l + S;p(hh-‘)I; 
D, = &z;’ Sup h”, D, = 1/4n02. 
V 
Using (7.12) to estimate the unknown term on the right-hand side of (7.3), 
we obtain the result that for all h > A, 
II u,* II& + II hVu ll"Y + 4 11 d2 1 q - ihu ] Ii”, 
< 4P2 II uo II& + II UT* iI& + II h-k ll”yl. (7.13) 
Here 
i 1- 2 > -l, K2 - -EL!.% (1 - -1 - X02 A02 
-Max E Kt, Ko + q (1 - $-,-‘, K4 + “f$nf ;2<)-’ 1, 
V 
(7.14) 
and the number &, is so large that all the quantities involved in the definition 
of A, are positive, [l - 2A02] is positive, and (7.3) holds for X > A0 . 
Next we employ (7.13) and (7.5) in (7.12) to find that for h > X0 
11 u/r II; < A-‘[1 - (2/&a)1-1 .42P2 II uo II& + II UT* llav + II h-k II”,], (7.15) 
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where 
f12 = U/4 MaxVIDl + 4D2 + D3 , GWl + 4D2), 
(44 + 44 + (Ddd[I~f h-4l-1l, 
(7.16) 
where h, is so large that (7.13) and (7.5) both hold. 
The estimates of Theorem 7.1 are direct consequences of (7.13) (7.15), 
and (7.5). Corollary 7.2 is a simple consequence of Theorem 7.1. Corollary 7.3 
follows from the pointwise a priori estimate for 1 U(X, h)l that we establish 
in the next section using Theorem 7.1. 
8. AN A PRIORI ESTIMATE FOR / u(x,X)j 
Our final objective in this paper is to obtain an a priori estimate for 1 U(X, h)l 
which holds uniformly in x on 7 for X > h, . We first derive an upper bound 
for j u / in terms of 
II *~/IV, zkg$ I %(X)l, II ui* IIv, and II %* llav ’
Then, making use of inequalities (7.1) of Theorem 7. I, to estimate the last 
two quantities, we obtain the desired pointwise estimate for 1 U(X, h)l. 
Let H(x, x’) be the (fundamental) solution of 
AH + PH = 6(x, x’) 63.1) 
that satisfies the radiation condition (1.3); namely, let 
H(x, x’) = ew-=‘I// x - x’ I (x, x’ E R3), (8.2a) 
H(x, x’) = (i/4) H,‘(X 1 x - x’ I) (x, x’ E R2), (8.2b) 
where H,‘(z) is the Hankel function of first kind of order zero. 
As usual, we begin with an identity to which we shall apply the divergence 
theorem: 
V . (u VH) - V . (H VU) = -H(Ou + h2n(x’)u) + X2+‘) Hu 
+ u(dH + h2H) - X2uH. (8.3) 
Here u is the solution of Problem P withf replaced by g and H is as just defined 
above. The variables of differentiation in (8.3) are the x’ variables. We integrate 
(8.3) over the region J’(R), which is the intersection of V with a large ball 
of radius R. The result after applying the divergence theorem is 
u(x, A) = 1 
V(R) 
H(x, x’){g(x’, A) - h2[n(x’) - l] u(x’)} dx’ 
+ s,, {H(x, x’) u,e(x’, A) - u(x’, A) Hy*(x, x’)} dS(x’) (8.4) 
+ ix',=, 
(uH, - Hu,) dS(x’). 
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Since 
BLOOM AND KAZARINOFP 
s ,2,,=R (UK- - ff4 = S,z,,=R w4H - %u)9 
it is possible to conclude that 
To see this note first that for 6 > 0 
IS I 1s 
2 l/2 112 
z&H < lul 
]r’l=R rl+’ 1 [I rl+* 1 glH I2 ir’i=R 1 . IfC’l=R 
(8.5) 
(8.6) 
The first integral on the right-hand side of (8.6) has the limit 0 as R + co 
by Lemma 6.1. The second integral is O(R8w3) for m = 2 or 3 by the properties 
of H. Thus choosing 6 = 1, we conclude that the left-hand side of (8.6) has 
limit zero as R -+ co. Similarly we find that 
ll 
H&u = cO(R-1’2) (R -+ m). 
lk!‘l=R 
These results imply (8.5). 
We let R -+ 00 in (8.4) and use (8.5). With a little care we conclude from 
the resultant identity that [9, Lemma 31 
1 u(x, A)/ < r(l-m)‘2 
I[ zy II +-1)‘2(~) +(-> H(x, W] II rg Ilv 
+ A2 [yg r2 1 + I][%7 II r-‘(e) +‘-1)12(~) H(x, W] II u/r IIY 
+ h k$ s,, A-1r’“-1”2(x) 1 H&, -)I] III!; ) u. I 
+ [FEY II r (m-1)‘2(~) ff@, -NW] II u,* /IN/. (8.7) 
It can be shown that the factors involving H in (8.7) are bounded by 
C?V-(~-~)/~ (m = 2, 3), where C is a constant independent of h (see [3], for 
example). Consequently, it follows from (8.7) that if A is sufficiently large, 
1 u(x, X)1 < C’X-(3-m)/2+-m)/2 {II rg IIY + x2 II u/y IIY + $-y I uo I + II %* Ilad, 
W) 
where C’ is some positive number independent of x and A. 
Finally, using Theorem 1 to estimate the terms that are a priori unknown 
on the right-hand side of (8.8), we obtain: 
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THEOREM 8.1. If the hypotheses of Theorem 7.1 hold and h is sujkiently 
large (A 2 AJ, then there exists a positive constant r, , independent of h and x, 
such that for h > A, and all x in r 
1 U(x, x)1 < ~s~(~+~)‘~~(~-~)‘~{II rg IIY + II UP jlav + X I-II% 1 u,, I}, (8.9) 
where u is the solution of Problem P. 
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